
Discovering and using tips that help me keep steady

Creating balances that occur on various contact points

Staying steady as I connect land, move and balance 
actions   

Space a number of hoops out on the floor. 
Pupils move round avoiding the hoops until 
a hoop command is given when they move 
to be still inside a hoop. Once all are still, 

return to moving outside the hoops. Remove 
1 – 2 hoops between commands.

What’s happening? Is it harder to be still? 
Why? What are you doing to stay steady 

e.g. use your arms, hold on, focus ahead, find 
room lower down etc.? Use each other’s 
balancing tips as more hoops disappear.

SPACE
Pupils explore holding still shapes on large + small body parts to discover which type of base it’s 

easier to balance over e.g. is it easier to stay steady on your whole back or on one foot? 
TASK

Pupils can explore balances that have many body parts in contact with the floor or challenge 
themselves to explore balances that have a single part of the body in contact with the floor.

EQUIPMENT
Use secure floor spots to extend the children’s exploration of balances e.g. can you place a 

different part of the body on each of three (or more) floor spots to form the base of a balance? Is 
it easier to stay steady in that position when the spots are closer together or further apart?

PEOPLE
See the School activity.

Practice splitting numbers – pairs respond to a given number by balancing on that total number 
of of body parts across the two of them e.g. for five, one could balance on two body parts 

meaning
the other has to balance on three. Can they find more than one way of splitting each number?

Define balance as keeping the centre of 
our body above the body parts touching 

the ground so we remain steady.

What different body parts can you balance 
on for 3 – 5 seconds? Use the Activation 

activity tips to help you stay steady.

Can you find a balance that you can keep 
steady for 3 – 5 seconds that is low to the 

ground? What about high up or on a 
medium level? 

balance

Bring together the land, move and balance themes by identifying that we need to keep our centre over 
our base as we move as well as to stay still so we don’t fall over e.g. jumping requires balance as we 

move up and down, so we remain central ready to land still. Can you connect a jump and land, a 
movement and a stillness and stay steady through all three actions?


